Jeep wrangler tool box

Type:Storage Box. Material:ABS Plastic. Item Weight Package Dimensions Compatible
Brand:For Jeep. Maximize the storage,add a tiny storage space. Easy Installation and no tools
required. Waterproof and Mildew proof. Packages without RMA will not be handled. Please
refuse to sign for your package if it is damaged during shipment. The cost of shipping and
handling will not be refunded and buyer will be required to pay the return shipping fee. Thank
you! A If you have any issues, please e-mail us immediately. We endeavour to answer all emails
as quickly as possible, but due to high email volume it may take time for us to reply. D We look
forward to your positive feedback. We appreciate your constructive comments. We are a
company committed to providing the best quality electronic products and accessories. If any
dissatisfaction about the item, resend or refund, do not open a case. If you buy a wrong item,
resend or refund partial , do not open a case. If damaged during the shipping, resend or refund,
do not open a case. If you received a wrong item, resend or refund, do not open a case. Skip to
main content. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on
Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab. Add
to Watchlist. This listing was ended by the seller because the item is no longer available. Ships
to:. This amount is subject to change until you make payment. For additional information, see
the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab This amount
includes applicable customs duties, taxes, brokerage and other fees. For additional information,
see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab. Start of
add to list layer. Add to Watchlist Add to wish list. Sign in for more lists. Feb 19, PST. May not
ship to Ukraine - Read item description or contact seller for shipping options. See details.
Seller's other items. Similar sponsored items. Showing Slide 1 of 2 - Carousel. Seller assumes
all responsibility for this listing. Maximize the storage,add a tiny storage space 3. Our complete
line of products in stock includes over 4. This distinguishes us as one of the biggest
wholesalers and distributors of laptop service components. Our goal is to make sure you get
the right parts first time every time, and get that laptop up and running again quickly. We're
looking forward to your positive feedback. If you are unhappy with any aspect of your
transaction, please contact us so that we can solve any problems you may have. If you have any
questions please contact us. We will respond within 1 working day. Store Home. USD Back to
home page Return to top. Back to home page. Listed in category:. Email to friends Share on
Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab
Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab Add to Watchlist. Condition: New. Ended:
Feb 19, PST. Shipping: May not ship to Ukraine - Read item description or contact seller for
shipping options. Item location: Claymont, Delaware, United States. Seller: goods-accessories
Seller's other items. Mechanical breaks and 4WD failures are inevitable. If you're sitting in
weekday traffic when it happens, you can call a tow truck to get you to the nearest repair
garage. When you're in the boonies far from the nearest gas station, it may well be up to you
and your buddies to fix your Jeep to make it back home. On-board tools can be vital when this
happens. It's wise to always carry at least basic tools in the backcountry. A good practice can
be to do all your maintenance at home using only the tools you carry in your Jeep. When you
run across something you can't do because you lack a tool in your tool kit, toss that new tool in
if you think you may ever reasonably need it on the trail. We prefer not to use our home tools in
our trail tool kit but rather build a standalone kit specifically for the vehicle when one can afford
to do so. There are several philosophies you can follow when stocking the tool kit for your Jeep.
You can buy all high-grade tools for the kit if you can afford it. You can also build a kit using all
cheap tools, though having a poor quality tool that fails during a trail fix is a risk. Looking in one
of our kits, you're likely to find a mixed array of tool brands and odds and ends we've collected
over the years. Some are flea market purchases and some are medium-grade tools that have
found their way into the bag as we upgraded our home tools. So, now that you've decided to
assemble or perfect your off-road tool kit, there's the need to pack it in your rig. We usually
prefer to assemble our own tool kit using an array of soft-sided tool bags where we can divide
tools and store them in smaller spaces. Over time you can tune the contents of your tool kit,
much like you decide which spare parts to carry with you. You want to have an adequate
selection to tackle the majority of trail repairs you might encounter, but not so well equipped
that you'll need an axle upgrade to confidently transport all the newly added weight of your tool
collection. Many of the tools to carry are pretty obvious, but we'll try to give you a rundown to
include a few you might not have considered. And along with all your tools and spares, don't
forget a few essential safety items such as a fire extinguisher and first-aid kit. A wide array of
wrenches, ratchets, and sockets is a pretty basic start. Include with those tools some socket
extensions, drive adapters, spark plug sockets, Allen keys, and adjustable wrenches for those
times you've lost that certain wrench or don't have just the right size. Quality screwdrivers
sometimes pry bars are always invaluable. A few pairs of pliers and wire cutters are handy, too,

as are locking pliers. We've used one-handed hacksaws for cutting items and cold chisels to
gouge and free stubborn parts. More than once we've needed a flat file to clean up damaged
threads for reassembly of some component. Take along your axle hub sockets? We recently
had the need for one in the field and found it was still on loan to a friend. A hammer is always
handy, along with a brass drift that will allow you to beat on stuck steel parts without damaging
them. Snap-ring pliers are often needed for taking hubs apart. If you've ever snapped off an
axleshaft inside the axletube and wanted to retrieve it easily, you know how valuable a strong
telescoping magnet can be. It's also useful when you drop the last bolt you need into some dark
crevice in your rig. A good tire repair kit, or at least a plug kit, can be useful on or off the
highway. You never know when a nail might find its way into your tire tread or something sharp
on the trail may steal your air. Remember to keep it restocked with plugs if you use some. An
onboard air supply is useful for flat tire repair or to air back up for the highway drive home. CO2
systems are fast and can run air tools, if needed. Air pumps are available in multiple sizes with
various levels of capability. Having both may be the best of all worlds. A shovel is handy for
getting unstuck, quenching campfires, and bathroom duties. A bigger hammer can come in
handy as well. We always like to carry two jacks: a Hi-Lift jack and a simple bottle jack. The
Hi-lift is immensely useful for recovery or lifting a tire on a Jeep with long-travel suspension.
The bottle jack is handy to use for tire changes when you have access and solid ground on
which to place it. We carry recovery straps and winch accessories as well. Never underestimate
the usefulness of a nylon ratchet strap, and we're not just talking about strapping down your
cooler. We've seen more steering and suspension parts temporarily patched together with these
straps than we can shake a stick at. Sure they stretch some, but they're super handy. Other
useful items are a small length of chain, bungee cords, and gloves. Troubleshooting electrical
problems on the trail or a trip is no fun. However, having a simple multimeter may aid in finding
the gremlin sooner. Short lengths of wire can be handy as well to bypass bad or suspect wiring.
Jumper cables can be the lifeline to a dying battery on a Jeep. Spare fluids should be a part of
your trail tool kit. Fluids can be lost from damage leaks or from rollover. Other maladies can
leave you needing vital fluids so you should carry at least a small quantity. Carb cleaner is
useful for cleaning during field repairs. We covered spare fluids, save for radiator coolant.
Should you need to refill the cooling system, just use whatever water you have on hand in a
pinch. You can swap the plain water out for the proper coolant mix once you make it back
home. When dealing with repairs or fluids it's nice to have latex gloves handy along with shop
towels. Funnels with small enough tips to get into fill tubes will help should you need to top off.
Plastic trash bags are handy to lie on or accept greasy, broken parts. Zip-lock bags can store
loose parts as well. We keep some patch products in our tool kit. These include duct and
electrical tape, safety and bailing wire, zip-ties, and several types of epoxy that just might save
the day. Many field repairs display the ingenuity of Jeepers. Having a few helpful products can
make that task easier. We toss our old fan belts and radiator hoses in our rig as spares, along
with short lengths of the various rubber hoses we have on our Jeep. We also carry spares of all
the different u-joints in our drivetrain. A step up in tool capabilities is that of a welder. There are
on-board, engine-driven varieties or those designed to operate from several auto batteries wired
in series with a set of heavy cables. Homebrew kits can be assembled from battery and welding
cable components. Other plumbing parts to carry may include air locker tubing, a spare generic
brake line, and caps to seal a hydro assist steering system should a leak occur. The clamps
shown here have helped us a time or two facilitate a temporary leaf spring repair when a leaf
snapped in half. Consider also including steering rod ends that may be at risk of damage. With
the addition of an engine-driven welder system, you can add V outlet capability to run small
electric tools. This is almost moving more into the realm of trail fabrication but can be a useful
commodity back at camp when repairs are needed. Now, where do you store all this stuff? We
use all manner of soft tool bags to store all the smaller tools and items. We also use zippered
tool pouches, tactical molle bags, and even some luggage-type canvas bags. By using different
bags you can store like items in the same bag, and find areas in your Jeep to store the soft
bags. Close Ad. Forums Photos Industry Videos. Jay Kopycinski Photographer, Writer. Share
on Facebook Share on Twitter. Access all the resources you need on the go. Learn More. Join
the Dodge Brand in celebrating freedom a few days early with the reveal of more heart-pounding
power and excitement than ever before. Hardcore off-roaders require hardcore partsâ€”so that's
just what we've engineered. Each part has been specifically designed, built and quality tested to
elevate your ride and your adventure to an entirely new level of performance. No one else is
more qualified to build your performance parts. We designed your vehicle in the first place, and
we have access to state-of-the-art testing resources, including computer-aided engineering,
computer modeling and endless testing labs. Open things up and let the air flow through with
two inches of round steel by your side. This kit includes tube doors for two-door and four-door

models, painted in low gloss black and complete with hinges and latches. Driving with the
doors off and windshield down is for off-road use only. Play in the muck and cross through
waterways Always drive within your ability and experience level and consistent with conditions.
Be sure to follow all instructions in owners manual for removal of top, doors and lowering of
windshield. Designed to direct cool air into your engine when normal air inlets are threatened,
this kit fits air boxes on 2. This kit has been completely developed by Jeep brand engineers and
off-road enthusiasts to be the best, no-compromise lift kit available. The wait is over. Take your
adventures to the next level in a Jeep Brand vehicle like no other. Ask your Jeep vehicle dealer
how to make your dream truck a reality. Jeep Performance Parts are built to the highest
standards and designed exclusively to handle any off-road adventure. Ask your Jeep vehicle
dealer how to make your dream vehicle a reality. Life's most beautiful moments happen
spontaneously, so drive a Wrangler that can take you there at a moment's notice. Let nothing
stop you from embracing the great outdoors with family, friends and gear in tow. Create your
dream vehicle from the wheels up. All Rights Reserved. The Arsenal wheel comes in two
colorways and finishes to give a tactical feel. Talk to a dealer about upgrading your wheels
today. Make the Black Rhino look your own. Designed to steal attention, the Primm wheel
comes in three brilliant finishes that complement any style. The Overland wheel packs power
and style with its fresh take on the split five spoke design and matte finish. Own the style of the
Sierra mountains. Schedule dealership service visits, manage your maintenance records, find
special offers, contact Roadside Assistance and moreâ€”right at your fingertips. Just log in,
scan your VIN and get started today! Do not attempt water fording unless depth is known to be
less than 30 inches. Traversing water can cause damage that may not be covered by the new
vehicle warranty. Always off road responsibly in approved areas. Select a vehicle to explore.
Sign in or create an account to receive access to even more exciting content. July 2 Let
Freedom Rev Join the Dodge Brand in celebrating freedom a few days early with the reveal of
more heart-pounding power and excitement than ever before. Enter the search text. Pause
Autopl
fiat bravo problems
where is the battery in a 2013 camaro
2005 chrysler 300 fuel filter location
ay. Shop Now Learn More. Go Safari Style Open things up and let the air flow through with two
inches of round steel by your side. Wet, Wild and Free Play in the muck and cross through
waterways Always drive within your ability and experience level and consistent with conditions.
Gladiator Rubicon. Wrangler JL Rubicon. Wrangler Sahara. Wrangler Rubicon. Finally Yours
The wait is over. On call, offline Life's most beautiful moments happen spontaneously, so drive
a Wrangler that can take you there at a moment's notice. Attitude, Altitude Let nothing stop you
from embracing the great outdoors with family, friends and gear in tow. Black Rhino Wheels.
Arsenal Wheels. Primm Wheels. Overland Wheels. Sierra Wheels. Download Jeep Vehicle Info.
Learn More about Jeep Wave. Have you been to our online store? It has all the parts and
accessories you need to build and maintain your dream car. Shop Now. View all fca brands
chrysler. Your preferred dealer has been successfully updated. Continue Cancel.

